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Abstract
This article elucidates the role of historians in times of war and the peculiarities of popular history narratives
written by historians who became activists. The article focuses on historians who call themselves “Likbez.
Historical Front.” This cohort gave rise to a new professional species—activist historians—who are different
from so called memorians or propagandists, who work in service of authorities. Likbez historians tried to use
their power to influence and promote their activist agenda not only in the realm ofmemory and history but also
in reformationof state institutions. I argue that forLikbezhistorians, securitizationof thepast is themain strategy
employed for producing historical knowledge. Historians’ work is a part of postcolonizing process observed in
Ukrainian society since the Maidan protests. As the analysis shows, popular history narratives written with an
open activist agenda are a result of many compromises made by scholars in the intersection of several factors:
professional ambitions, political and civic aims, social and political context, popular expectations, and market
environment. In line with the increased attention to agency in memory studies, this article demonstrates that
historians have a much more nuanced relation to power than straightforward opposition or co-option.
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The terms often used to define the military conflict in eastern Ukraine1—information war, war of
narratives, or hybrid war—underline the crucial role of information in the conflict (Khaldarova and
Pantti 2016; Nygren and Hök 2016; Bolin, Jordan, and Stålberg 2016). One of the main topics used
in this war of narratives is history. Indeed, history is used by Russian authorities to explain Russia’s
annexation of Crimea or Russia’s right to “protect” Russians in Eastern Ukraine from the Kyiv-
based “fascists” (Gaufman 2017). Of course, it is not the first time that history has been politicized
and misused for catalyzing conflicts, as demonstrated by the vast range of studies on memory wars
in this part of the world (Burch and Smith 2007; Smith 2008;Mälksöö 2010). Still, the role of it in an
ongoing military conflict, in which history is so intensely misused, is an understudied problem.

In the article, I approach a particular cohort of historians who organized the group “Likbez.
Historical Front.” From the very beginning of the Ukrainian-Russian conflict, these historians
regarded their profession as a tool inwarfare and positioned themselves as civic activists who strived
to influence the situation. I scrutinize the role these historians played when the whole society
underwent dramatic and turbulent transformations. What kind of popular history narratives were
written by historians who saw themselves as actors in the military conflict? What type of relations
were established between historians and the state authorities during war? How did historians
position themselves in relation to the public when they became activists? These are crucial questions
to ask about the role of historians during war.
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Historians as Activists
Historians hold a widespread view that there is an intense tension between the political authority that
tries to direct the history-writing process and the professional historians who strive to avoid any
political influence and stay loyal only to their vocation. Historians who actively engage in politics of
history are often not regarded as true historians, even called memorians, who betray professional
ideals in the service of politics (Ther 2006). While scholars in some disciplines encourage their
students to be involved in societal life and even to become activists, historians rarely do so. On the
contrary, history implicitly discourages professional activism as it arguably derails a scholar from
ideals of objectivism.2Despite the proclaimed ideals of neutrality and rejection of normativity, it is not
seldom that historians become involved in the political and societal life of the country where they live
or whose history they study. Historians influenced by historical culture not only reproduce the ideas
ruling in the society (Lundell 2017; Rüssen 1994; Sindbaek 2012) but also have the potential to bring
up changes to the society. Moreover, since the rise of the historical profession in the 18th century,
historians have often played the role of public intellectuals who provided society with orientation in
questions not only of the past but also of the present (Berger 2019).

Indeed, historians today play an important role in peace, justice, and reconciliation processes
(Wittner 2007; Gregson 2009). Some groups of historians, such as the Subaltern Studies Group or
British HistoryWorkshop, have explicit activist agendas aimed at giving voice to those who are not
in the position to be seen and heard. Scholars who deal with postcolonial countries, or with
countries where open discussion of the past is suppressed, often produce texts which can play
crucial roles in political and social shifts. That is why it is not seldom that such texts are censored or
even banned. For instance, Benedict Anderson’s works on Indonesia were banned, and he was not
allowed to enter the country for about 30 years. Yet, his works had an enormous impact on the self-
image of Indonesia after the toppling of Suharto’s regime (Anderson 2016). In Poland, the books of
Jan Gross’ Neighbors and Fear triggered a heated discussion on Polish identity (Gross 2000; 2006;
Törnquist-Plewa 2014; Zubrzycki 2017).3 In Ukraine, Robert Conquest’s book on the famine in
1932–33 laid ground for one of the most meaningful themes of Ukrainian national memory, which
became a part of identity politics when Ukraine became independent (Conquest 1986; Dietsch
2006; Kasianov 2010; Applebaum 2017). These examples demonstrate that it is indeed not seldom
that historians play an important societal role, willingly or not. Most often, though, they play this
role as individuals, not as a collective. What is special with the group of historians I study is the fact
that they act as a group in the context of military conflict. These individuals purposefully united
their professional skills and thinkingminds for achieving common aims. The goals they had and the
ways they wanted to achieve them are discussed in the sections below.

Likbez. Historical Front: Becoming Activists
The group Likbez. Historical Front (henceforward Likbez) was started in spring 2014 when the
conflict in Eastern Ukraine began. Historians’ mobilization went in line with the remarkable
mobilization of civil society at that time (Ukraiins’kyi Forum Blahodiinykiv 2015). In this regard,
Likbez was one of many civic initiatives organized by professionals with the aim to counteract the
Russian information offensive. Around the same time, StopFakewas organized by former graduates
of KyivMohyla School of Journalists, and Information Resistancewas formed by former intelligence
and military professionals to fight Russian propaganda. These civic organizations of professionals
are a continuation of civic activities initiated at Euromaidan (November 2013–February 2014).
During the first weeks of the protests, some IT workers formed Cyber Hundred, and some
translators organized Voices of Ukraine, providing their professional services for Euromaidan
purposes. Medical specialists also acted as an organized group of professionals, since the first
victims were killed on Euromaidan in January 2013 (Stepurko et al. 2014).

Although the protests finished, civil societies formed by professionals continued to provide
services to keep the state functioning. It was the most vulnerable moment for state institutions.
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Then, President Yanukovych fled the country, the Parliament was paralyzed, and the Russian
Federation annexed Crimea and supported the armed groups in Eastern Ukraine. It is worth
studying professionally driven activism where professional skills are the main resource and tool in
activist agendas. As the question of journalists facing the challenges of professionalism and
patriotism in Ukraine was already tackled (Gaufman 2015; Horbyk 2019; Voronova 2019), the
question of historians facing the similar challenges remains mainly understudied. Iryna Vushko’s
article (2018) about Likbez concentrated mainly on the analysis of the content of their ten-volume,
popular history project. In my study, I concentrate on the motivations, strategies, and results of
historians’ works. The broader focus on Likbez as a product of unique combination of time, place,
and actors can also illuminate the particular context in which this project evolved from 2014 to
2018. The Likbez historians saw their role as activists through the possibilities given by their
profession. They believed that by doing what they are trained to do—writing history—they could
change the country and even contribute to its security.

I argue that since the beginning of the Russian-Ukrainian conflict in Eastern Ukraine, Likbez
historians presented history as a matter of security. They explicitly wrote their historical texts in
response to narratives disseminated by Russian media, and they saw themselves and their profes-
sion as weapons in the propaganda war. In this way, historical narratives were framed as issues of
national security. In the beginning, securitization of history provided the main explanatory
framework that was used to counteract Russian propaganda in short articles disseminated online.
Later, securitization laid a theoretical and ideological basis for popular history writing disseminated
through multiple volumes. In the course of their engagement as activists, the Likbez historians
strengthened their own positions as scholars. Their new role as public intellectuals helped them to
claim back the status of intelligentsia that had been in decline since the 1990s. In this way, historians
built up a peculiar type of relationship to political power. As it will be shown, Likbez activities were
acknowledged and symbolically rewarded by the state. Within four years, they published an
enormous scope of literature, popularized their works by giving lectures throughout the country,
and became regular guests on television shows. The case of Likbez also elucidates a more general
situation in Ukraine after Euromaidan. The popularity of Likbez books and lectures indicates that a
large part of Ukrainian society underwent a process of self-(re)articulation inwhich Likbez histories
provided ad hoc narratives.

I start with the introduction of the theory, where I draw on the theory of securitization and argue
that history was used as a matter of security by historians who saw themselves as active participants
in the information war. I also use the concept of postcolonizing process to understand the context in
which the historians’ activities evolved from 2014 to 2018. I also present the background of
intellectual life in post-1991 Ukraine, without which it is difficult to understand in what situation
the scholars in Ukraine work. Then, based on interviews with Likbez historians and analysis of the
books published within the project, I discuss strategies used when writing history and analyze the
main features of the produced narratives. I finish the article by reflecting on the role of historians as
activists during war.

From Securitization to Postcolonizing Empowerment
I draw on the theories of securitization as elaborated by the Copenhagen School of Security Studies.
According to Buzan (1998, 21), securitization refers to the process of making a certain issue into a
matter of security through a securitizing speech act. Framing history as a matter of security is not
uncommon (Strukov and Apryshchenko 2018). Political scientist Maria Mälksöö (2010) effectively
demonstrated how the securitization of the past took place in Estonia and Poland. There, the politics
of memory were framed as amatter of security, calling for recognition of the right of these countries
to tell their own story of the past differently from the Soviet and Russian versions. In her study on
Russian use of the past regarding Ukrainian conflict, political scientist Elizaveta Gaufman (2015)
showed how the past was used in a securitizing move by Russia, who attempted to depict the
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Ukrainian government and military as an existential threat through calling them fascists. By
referring to the past threat, Russia enables “the legitimization of extraordinary measures ostensibly
aimed at combatting this threat” in the present (Gaufman 2015, 143). Media scholar JadeMcGlynn
also demonstrated that by presenting the Great Patriotic War as a frame though which one should
understand events in Ukraine in 2013 to 2014, the media and government in Russia guided
domestic political perceptions of the Ukrainian crisis (2018).

In Ukraine too, the past was discussed in the context of ontological security since the 1990s,
when a new national history of Ukraine was presented by national democratic parties as the
main safeguard against the perceived imperial threats coming from Russia (Yurchuk 2017).
Media scholar Mykola Makhortykh (2018) showed how memories of revolutions and wars
were employed for the social construction of security issues during the Euromaidan and at
the beginning of the military conflict. In spring 2014, when the fears and anxieties of losing
independence and sovereignty proved real, when a part of the Ukrainian territory was annexed
by Russia and the armed conflict began in Eastern Ukraine, the securitization of the past intensified.
The package of the Laws on Decommunization4 that was adopted by the Parliament in April
2015 explicitly presented history as a matter of country’s security (Törnquist-Plewa and Yurchuk
2019).

The case of Likbez shows how a securitization of the past is realized on the level of activities of
professional historians. The securitizing approach is evident not only in the histories Likbez
produces but also in the motivations of historians. As one of the Likbez activists commented,
“Some of us went to front, some of us started Likbez” (Pavlov 2017). In this way, history was
analogous with weapons and historians with soldiers. Moreover, only a particular kind of
history acquires a weapon status. In words of Kyrylo Halushko, the leader of Likbez, this kind of
history is truth: “The weapon of the contemporary Ukrainians […] is the […] truth and unstop-
pable search for truth” (2016f, 4). Moreover, true history must be free from censorship. Only this
ensures the building of a free country: “We do not need censorship, we need a free country”
(2016f, 4). How this particular popular history narratives are written is one of the main questions of
this article.

To understand how the Likbez activities evolved from 2014–2018, as well as how they were
received by the public, I use the concept of postcolonizing process as elaborated by historian John
Cash. He writes that the internal postcolonizing process is the situation “in whichmany inequalities
and perverse effects of the colonial past are slowly and unevenly being addressed and undone”
(Cash 2017, 387). Cash considered the postcolonizing process as distancing from the friend-enemy
ideology. He referred to the situation in Northern Ireland and argued that after the signing of the
Belfast Good Friday agreement of 1998, Northern Ireland found itself in the counter-intuitive
situation in which the shift away from the violence of the past increased ontological insecurity of the
citizens (Cash 2017). A similar situation was seen in Ukraine and the Baltic states after 1991, when
the ontological insecurity was high, although there were no grounded reasons for this. As result, the
collective memory was often formed against the background of fears and anxieties that the
countries’ sovereignties were under threat (Mälksöö 2010; Yurchuk 2017). Paradoxically, when
Ukrainian sovereignty was under threat in 2014 during the beginning of the war in EasternUkraine,
the historians I analyze started to move from history writing influenced by fears to history writing
influenced by hopes. As I argue below, in these popular history narratives new futures are imagined
where the enemies of today can be partners of tomorrow.

Taking into consideration the popularity of the histories produced by Likbez, I assume that a part
of Ukrainian society together with Likbez historians is undergoing the postcolonizing process in
which it rearticulates itself vis-à-vis both its past colonial power—Russia—and theWest. Historian
Ilya Gerasimov described Euromaidan protests as “the last postcolonial Revolution” in which the
former colonial subject was getting rid of residues left by former colonial powers (2015). Following
that interpretation, I argue that Likbez historians try to write a popular history of Ukraine from the
position of the country which is liberating itself from its colonial legacies.
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The Institute of History as a Setting for the Historical Front
To understand how Likbez historians work, I examine the broader context of professional scholarly
work in Ukraine. Most historians of Likbez work at the Institute of History in the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences. Historians as well as other scholars in Ukraine found themselves in quite a
deplorable situation after 1991, especially if one compares it with the status they had in the Soviet
Union where historians were regarded highly in the hierarchy of scholars. History was treated as a
part of state ideology purposed to supply evidence for the historical inevitability of the Soviet regime
and the progressive character of its ideology (Sklokin 2014). The history department in its very
essence has always been the universities’ ideological leader (Masliichuk and Portnov 2012). In
Soviet Ukraine, this meant severe censorship of writing on Ukrainian history (Portnov and
Portnova 2017). After the collapse of the Soviet Union, a lack of funding and of understanding
how science should function inmarket conditions resulted in a loss of high status of scholars. In new
circumstances the society needed a new type of history. The books of diaspora historians were
brought to Ukraine and used as the basis for new historical narratives.

As a result, the old Soviet historiographic model was substituted with a new national paradigm,
in which a master narrative was focused on the Ukrainian nation’s struggle for the state’s
independence, concentrating mainly on the ethnic concept of the nation (Yekelchyk 2011). Later,
usingWestern critique to reveal failures of the national paradigm, the new national framework was
criticized by younger historians who worked in a broader transnational paradigm (Kasianov 2009;
Yakovenko 2009; Plokhy 2012). By the time that the new generation of historians—who later
became organizers of the Likbez project—started their work in the Institute, the adherents of several
distinctive approaches to history found their place under the roof of the Soviet-bred Institute of
History. In Likbez historians’ works, one can see the echo of the old institutional legacies: the belief
that historians are responsible for part of state’s ideological work. Yet, these legacies mutate as the
historians try to propose ideational constructs in the state where ideological transcript is basically
absent (in contrast to the Soviet times when the state had a strong ideological transcript and
historians had to write themselves into this script). To a certain degree, by working on the Likbez
project, a young generation of historians built up a new institution separate from the Academy of
Sciences while continuing their official work in the academy and history department at different
universities. This form of organization, which can be regarded as a network of professionals, is more
fitted to the changing and dynamic times than the old-style academy. Likbez has a fluid and porous
structure that easily absorbs new members who often have only a situational affiliation to Likbez
with a purpose to work for some concrete task. Moreover, Likbez historians face challenges of
market oriented publishing, collective writing, and work with media and mass public.

Historians as Citizens: Maidan as a Point of Gathering
Formally, Likbez started its activities as an organization by launching their website in September
2014. Informally, though, the group of historians that would form the core of Likbez met during the
Euromaidan protests in December 2013. This group consisted of mainly the 1996 graduates of the
History Faculty of Kyiv Shevchenko University. In 2013, most of them worked at the Institute of
History or history departments in the capital’s universities. They gathered onMaidanNezalezhnosti
(Independence Square) in Kyiv to join thousands of other protestors who demanded the resignation
of the government.

The violent dispersal of students by the police that happened in the morning of November 30,
2013, marked a point of no return not only to the average protestor but also to the historians in
question. As one of the historians commented, they came to Maidan to protect their children,
meaning their biological children and their students (Pavlov 2017). It became clear for this group
that gathered “to protect their children” that it was up to them to bring the change to the society
where politicians cannot bring this change. “No one but us” (Nihto krim nas) was the main
motivation of these historians for staying onMaidan (Pavlov 2017). The memories of the students’
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protests, which took place in October 2–17, 1990, in Kyiv and are often referred to as Revolution on
Granite, framed the historians’ narratives when they were asked about their motivation for
gathering. As commented by Pavlov who mentioned the Revolution on Granite, “We did not want
to be like our parents who chose salaries and stability instead of reforms” (2017). Then, inDecember
2013, these historians felt that they became the subjects of history, and this sense empowered them
to further actions.

On Maidan, these historians were asked by some of their students to deliver lectures at the Free
University of Maidan (Vil’nyi Universytet Maidanu), which was spontaneously organized to
entertain the protestors. The historians understood that history mattered not only for professional
historians but also for people who wanted to know more about the past. More importantly, these
historians realized how little they could propose in terms of published books accessible for a wider
readership. Historians on Maidan saw themselves as citizens who came to the main square of the
capital when their country was amid turmoil, and at the same time they saw themselves as
professionals who could use their profession for civic purposes. Some historians combined their
civil courage with professional enquiry when they were writing down their participant observation
notes in the middle of the protests (Yurkova 2018). So, civic and professional roles merged:
historians came to Maidan as citizens, but they did not leave their professional identities at home,
instead they combined the roles.

In one of the Likbez books, KyryloHalushko, the leader of the group, explicitly describes the civic
role of Likbez historians:

Historians are also citizens like all others. They live in the same country and in the same
world; they worry about the same problems as their compatriots. But historians have access to
information which is highly interesting and needed by a broader public. That is why we are
eager to share this knowledge and help our community to stand up and carry on through these
hardships. (2016d, 1–2)

In this way, by rhetorically putting himself in the ranges of their readers, Halushko presents
historians both as citizens and as intellectual elites who possess knowledge that can be shared. The
emphasis on the hard time that the readers and historians live through adds to better understanding
of the importance of history for the present challenges. At the same time, underlining their
professional role as bearers of much needed knowledge in turbulent times, the author places
historians in the prestigious position of national educators that bring enlightenment to the masses.

Beginning Official Activity: Website and Imagined Audiences
Formally, Likbez started by launching its website in September 2014.5 Central to the group was
historian and sociologist KyryloHalushko. Previously, hewas a driving force in a smaller publishing
project popularizing Ukrainian history written in Russian.6 After Maidan, his ideas on popular
history reactivated. More importantly, these ideas were now shared by other colleagues who were
eager to do something in the spirit of Euromaidan after the protests ended.

Initially, the Likbez website was published in Russian. As explained by Likbez historians, at first
the project was aimed at a Russian speaking audience influenced by Russian propaganda myths
(Halushko 2017; Prymachenko 2017). The project was conceptualized as a tool for debunking these
myths and changing the views on history that were perceived by Likbez as incorrect. As commented
by Yana Prymachenko, a historian involved with the project from its start, “in the very beginning it
was a Russian-language project targeting Russian and Russian-speaking audiences who did not
understand what was true and what were lies in Russian media” (2017). Soon historians realized
that it was “the pro-Ukrainian public who wanted to know more,” who were most interested in the
material on the Likbez website, and that this audience was ready to read in Ukrainian (Pryma-
chenko 2017). In such a way, one can speak about a confirmation bias, as the information produced
by Likbez was first and foremost welcomed by the audience that was ready to receive the narratives
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different from those inherited from the Soviet times that were also disseminated by Russian official
discourse. Likbez historians provided narratives for those who were already looking for the
narratives they wanted to hear, not necessarily for those that could change their minds. One can
also speak about the language bias of the historians who associated language with inclination to
believe in a certain ideology. In reality, the interest in material was dictated not so much by a
language spoken but by the interest in a specific kind of narrative.

Likbez Expanding Its Activities
After a year of their activities, Likbez historians realized that the format of the website was not
sufficient to cover public needs, and they decided to organize lectures and publish books. Since 2016
they have published ten volumes of History without Censorship and some other books, including
History of Ukrainian Army, War and Myth: Unknown Second World War, and more. So many
Likbez books published in such a short time is a truly unique case of the popular history project in
Ukraine (Vushko 2018, 113). After reading the books produced by Likbez, I concluded that the
main approach to history in writing these books is the demonstration of the fluidity of history and
political processes that indicates that no country in the present (mainly Russia) can claim its
exclusive right on certain territories. Coupled with the securitization strategy, such an approach
simultaneously addresses the problem of the present conflict and develops a new way for pro-
fessionals to write popular history narratives.

All Likbez books were published by Kharkiv based publisher Klub Simeinoho Dozvillia. Kyrylo
Halushko, commenting on their collaboration with the publisher, underlined that Likbez became a
commercially successful project; that is why the publisher was eager to publish more of their books
(Halushko 2017). The publisher printed 8,000 to 21,000 copies for each volume of History without
Censorship, a significant number for theUkrainian publishingmarket.7 Someof the scholars published
their own monographs or edited volumes under the umbrella of Likbez at the same publishing house
(Buyskykh 2018; Kis 2017; Pinak andKhmyr 2017; Lobodaiev 2017). In doing so, byworking onLikbez
the scholars not only contributed to development of the project but also strengthened their status as
intellectuals in the society. For instance, some of the Likbez historians took part inDeclassified History
(Rozsekrechena Istoriia), a talk showbroadcastedon the television channelUA:Pershyi. In 2016, Likbez
beganworkwith Kyiv’sMuseumofHistory, where historians held weekly lectures. These lectures were
well attended and free of charge (a visitor must only pay an entrance fee to the Museum, which is less
than one Euro). Between 2015 and 2018, historians also gave lectures in other towns throughout
Ukraine. Historians presented the main aim of their activities as the enlightenment of the people and
dissemination of historical knowledge that was perceived to be important forwinning the ongoingwar.
One of the Likbez historians summarized the project’s mission in the following way:

We are trying to encourage rethinking of those ideas about the past which are based on
imagination (vyhadkah) and myths; it means that we are rather drawing attention to the
drawbacks of already present knowledge than forming the knowledge from scratch […]. Our
task is to overcome the historical illiteracy […] so that there will be no people who are
uneducated in history. (Yefimenko 2016; emphasis in the original)

Here the scholar explicitly refers to the Soviet newspeak “likbez”—the politics of liquidation of
illiteracy launched in the 1920s—which gave the name to the project. The public is seen as bearers of
incorrect history disseminated by the Soviet myths. This incorrect history needs correction in the
eyes of Likbez historians. What is the correct history in their opinion, then?

Histories Produced by Likbez: From Security to Liberation?
What kind of history narratives are the historians of Likbez writing and popularizing? Pryma-
chenko commented on the content of their work: “I see this as a decolonial project.We cannot write
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critical history before we create the narrative that later can becomemore complicated and subject to
professional critique. We need this descriptive history first, and after this we will come to analytical
and critical perspective” (2017).

Indeed, the Likbez histories, when read by professional historians, may seem simplified and
lacking theoretical and conceptual discussion. It is obvious that aiming at the broad public, the
authors try to find a balance between scholarly writing and mass readership. Oksana Yurkova
(2018), the historian from the Institute ofHistory of theAcademy of Science who has worked for the
project from the very beginning, reflected that all these books, although popular in form, are first of
all scholarly works because they undergo a strict scholarly review process by professional colleagues.
Moreover, the work on the project is seen as a pushing factor that stimulates the scholars to pose
new questions and do more research (Yurkova 2018). However, Likbez books do not follow
traditional academic standards as they are written for mass readership. Thus, traditional academic
writing references are absent in the Likbez series, although most of the books provide a list of
recommended literature.

Halushko romantically characterized the group as a “free association of free individuals” (2017).
The themes which are tackled and the writing styles of the authors might differ in the same book.
This approach is explained by Halushko: “Ukraine is a country in which historical discipline is rich,
and here researchers have different views and evaluations which is the strength, not the weakness”
(2016f, 34). Put another way, “Ideology of our project is revealed through the mere words ‘without
censorship’ […]. Something can be disliked in Ukraine, in Russia, or somewhere else. But we are
scholars, loyal to our profession” (Halushko 2016e, 4; emphasis in the original). These claims show
that historians explicitly present themselves as subjects who are independent vis-à-vis the views
both from Russia and theWest. Their profession becomes the empowering tool that allows them to
take positions and act.

Main ideology which can be deciphered in all Likbez histories is the primacy of Ukrainian
statehood and sovereignty. Historians think how the past can help protect sovereignty in the
present. As commented by Vasyl’ Pavlov, who is actively engaged in (re)writing military history of
Ukraine and who closely worked with the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine, even military defeats of
Ukrainian forces in the past have to be conceptualized in such a way that they can be used for the
victories on the battlefields in the present (2017). In this way, historians turn to the view on history
as magistra vitae, searching for the examples that could motivate and encourage present genera-
tions. In this regard, the needs of the present come before the analytical striving in writing activist
popular history narratives, and the past is framed as a matter of security. Through securitization of
the past, historians defend their narratives as something that can guarantee victory in the ongoing
war.

Through a thorough reading of Likbez books, I distinguished five characteristic features that
shape historical narratives of Likbez: (1) importance of the present moment and presentation of
history as a result of the plethora of choices; (2) anti-Soviet rhetoric; (3) emphasis on the notion of
civic instead of ethnic nation; (4) accessibility of writing; (5) and an entertaining form of writing
realized through the myth-busting storytelling. Below I will discuss these features in more details
and show how they work for the purposes of securitization and popularization of history as well as
how they reflect the postcolonizing process.

The Present Moment as the Main Vantage Point
The founder of modern Ukrainian historiography, Mykhailo Hrushevskyi (1866–1934), published
his history of Ukraine-Rus’ in ten volumes. He regarded Ukraine as a nation that existed through
centuries, whose history culminated during the First World War and after it (Plokhy 2005). Likbez
published their series History without Censorship also in ten volumes. On the one hand, Likbez
followed the tradition started by Hrushevsky to see the history of Ukraine as separate from other
Eastern Europeans nations, mainly Russia (Vushko 2018, 114). On the other hand, Likbez
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historians work in the conditions of the 21st century, aware of all the turns in humanities and
equipped with results of technological and scholarly progress.

The Likbez historians try to inscribe Ukrainian history into the larger European and world
history. Their histories are shaped by the needs of present moment and should be read from the
presentist perspective. In the introductions to almost all the volumes of History without Censor-
ship, Halushko emphasizes the importance of the present moment when “many Ukrainians started
to think again about the origins of their state and nation, relations with old neighbors” (2016e, 3).
Moreover, Halushko adds that the difficult times of the present are decisive for the Ukrainian state
and nation building because they show Ukrainians’ readiness for new challenges:

We all realize the fact that history of Ukraine was created not in the past, but it happens in the
present during extremely nervous and hard years of 2014–2015. As it happened, the
independent state, which was created in 1991, has finished its period of “looking for its Self”
and found itself facing the challenges that pose the question to its own vitality […] We
realized that we [Ukraine’s citizens] are ready for these challenges. Because it was not
yesterday that Ukraine had been born, its people have been living on these lands for thousands
of years. They were changing their name and their state belonging, but they have not changed
its essence and desire for independent life. (2016d, 3)

This emphasis bears a strong empowering momentum for the readers who identify themselves
with the present moment because “the history is written now.” This is exactly how historians write
their popular history narratives as a part of what I call the postcolonizing process: presenting the
country as shifting from a position as a former colonial subject toward its existence beyond the
framework of anti-colonial relations. The Likbez historians do not provide the readers with explicit
theoretical frames discussing postcolonial or anti-colonial perspectives, butmy thorough reading of
their books let me see their project as a realization of a postcolonial perspective. Whereas the main
imperative of the anti-colonial perspective was to emphasize that Ukraine is a primordial nation
(the perspective presented by Hrushevskyi), the main imperative in postcolonizing history writing
is to emphasize that the Ukrainian nation is constantly changing. Securitization strategy is realized
by emphasizing that the result of these changes—the present Ukrainian state—should be protected:
“We show howUkraine was ‘making itself’: […] how it was becoming the state, the territory with its
own borders which should be protected now with arms. These borders appeared not by accident
and were often gained by paying a high price” (Halushko 2016c, 6).

In a similar way, when the imperial rule is discussed by Likbez authors, it is stressed that
colonialism and imperialism are still the threats of today (2016 g, 11). Yet, in contrast to the past
conceptualization of these threats, Likbez historians try to convince their readers that dynamics and
change are a driving force of history. Thus, no threat can last forever and enemies of today can be
partners in the future. Representations of the Soviet past by Likbez historians demonstrate this
approach most vividly.

Sovietness as the Main Enemy
Soviet past is presented as a threat to prosperous development of the country in the interviews with
the historians, their texts on the website, and their books. Unsurprisingly, three volumes of History
without Censorship are devoted exclusively to the Soviet period. Special attention is paid to the
period of 1917–1921, which shows that historians look at this period as the crucial moment of
history in which Ukraine had a chance either to take the Soviet path proposed by Bolsheviks or to
build the independent nation. The main idea common to these books is that the Soviet past is gone
and now Ukraine has a chance to get rid of the Soviet ghosts.

It is important to emphasize that the Soviet past is presented not as something alien to Ukrainian
history. Ukraine during the years of Soviet rule is presented as an agent of its own fate. In contrast to
anti-colonial histories that present Soviet rule as alien and brought from outside, Likbez historians
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emphasize that it is a mistake to think that “communism in Ukraine was exclusively of Russian
origin,” since it had Ukrainian roots as well (Yefimenko, Prymachenko, and Yurkova 2017, 4). In
such a way, the responsibility of the establishment of Soviet rule in Ukraine is shared by both
Ukrainians and Russian Bolsheviks even if the Soviet choice is presented as a huge failure: “The
virus of communism, which grew from the widespread socialist ideas in the beginning of 20th
century, happened to contaminate Ukrainian society as well […]. To the end of 1920s Ukraine was
indeed the subject of Bolshevik politics, one of the parties, even if unequal, in the relation to the
communist center” (Yefimenko, Prymachenko, and Yurkova 2017, 4–5).

As it is made clear in the volume, Ukrainian communists believed in the ideas proposed by
Marxism (Yefimenko, Prymachenko, and Yurkova 2017). Although the authors explicitly regret the
fact that Ukraine failed to build its own state in the 1920s, they also underline that it was the
Ukrainian Socialist republic, not some alien structure, that appeared: “The Ukrainian state was
defeated then. And the lands of our nation were split again. But in the part of the territory of
Ukrainian People’s republic appeared aUkrainian Socialist Republic. Not Little Russian. NotNovo-
Russian… Ukrainian. It might have been just a toy for the leaders in the Kremlin, yet it remained
Ukrainian” (Halushko 2016 b, 4; emphasis in the original).

Thus, we see a complex evaluation of the Soviet past where the subjectivity of Ukraine is
emphasized. The main problem for Likbez historians is not, though, the past but the present. They
regard the people who believe in the advantages of the Soviet regime as the main public to whom
they address their history. As Pavlov stressed, “these people may support Ukrainian statehood, they
are patriots, but they believe in Soviet myths. The purpose of Likbez is to change these beliefs”
(2017). Hence, the main logics behind the volumes about the Soviet past are to show the
disadvantages of the communist regime even if supported by many Ukrainians.

Noteworthy, Likbez historians did not speak a lot about such obvious threats as Russian
military or the separatists backed by Russia. Instead, the threats were in people’s minds: “Some
of us went to the front, some are involved in charity work, and some are involved in reformatting
the minds” (Pavlov 2017; emphasis mine). Likbez was organized to do the latter. There is no
distinction between Ukrainian and Russian speakers in this regard. They are both seen as the
bearers of Soviet mentality. This mental Sovietness is presented by historians as a part of
postcolonial syndrome, with which Likbez historians explain “troubles with the present indepen-
dent Ukraine” because they are “problems of transition from dependence to freedom” (Halushko
2016g, 11).

This argumentation about Soviet mentality resembles Mykola Riabchuk’s (2000, 2003) works
on Ukraine, where he sees the Ukrainian population as divided between the majority of creoles
who internalized the colonial visions of themselves and a minority of indigenous population
who are opposing the colonial rule. This approach was widely criticized by other scholars
(Hrytsak 2002). Likbez popular history narratives can be seen as presenting a middle way:
they discuss Soviet mentality, but they do not present it as something alien. Soviet past is
approached as a construction block in a long history of state and nation building. This middle
way can be seen as a step from anti-colonial history writing to the postcolonizing process, where
Ukraine is presented as a subject owning its history, including history of the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic.

The Civic Nation and Its Friends, Neighbors, and Enemies
Likbez historians try to present the history of Ukraine as the long formation process of civic
nation, which resulted from interaction between different ethnic groups who lived on the territory
that is now Ukraine (Vushko 2018, 119). As Halushko commented, Likbez aims “to tell people
that there is nothing to be ashamed of if we admit that our nation is not old, that it is forming even
now; this is not something special about Ukraine; many nations were late in forming their states”
(2017).
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This is a clear move forward from primordial to a constructivist view on nation. It is worth
mentioning which nations are presented most often in regard of cohabitation and interaction:

Modern scholars do not reject the role of any nation from our history […]. Ukrainians,
Crimean Tatars, Bulgarians and Hungarians, […] Poles, and Russians—these people all form
contemporary Ukraine. Each nation has contributed to our common heritage in a certain
point of history […]. This constitutes our unique historical experience […].We cannot ignore
thousands of years of our history because this is our reliable basement as a nation of the 21st
century for building our common home. (2016f, 3–4)

Nevertheless, in this multiethnic construct there are nations who draw more attention than
others, namely, Crimean Tatars and Russians. Reading books, one can conclude that there is a
certain (re)discovery of Crimean Tatars inUkrainian history. This trend is not only characteristic of
this concrete history project. In general, in Ukraine after the annexation of Crimea there is a vivid
interest in underlining the strong bond between Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars (Charron 2019;
Zubkovych 2019) that serves for securitization of Ukrainian national borders, which were violated
by Russia’s annexation of Crimea. The statehood of Crimean Tatars is recognized as the only
legitimate statehood within the territory of Ukraine:

Crimean Tatars are the only aside of Ukrainians’ people of the contemporary Ukraine which
had their own state history here. It was Tatars’ Crimea that activated and stimulated
appearance of Ukrainian Cossackdom that started to create modern Ukraine […]. Our
relations were not to be cut […]. Today their [Crimean Tatars’] ancestors in the Crimea
which is annexed by Russia are simultaneously Tatar and Ukrainian. (Halushko 2016a, 4)

The security crisis of today defines the way the history of Crimean Tatars is presented by the
historians. It should be mentioned, though, that the tradition of presenting Crimean Tatars as
friendly neighbors who lived on the peninsula for hundreds of years takes its origin in much earlier
historiography that stressed Ukraine’s exclusive rights to Crimea (Plokhy 2008). In this regard,
Likbez continues this tradition and strengthens it.

Regarding the presentation of Russians, Likbez historians try to find a new and nuanced approach.
Thus, historians emphasize that history changes and vectors of Ukrainian development change as well.
There is nothing predestined in history, including relations between nations. For instance, while
discussing the disintegration of Kyivan Rus’, they stress that it would be a failure to think that Kyiv
was destroyed due to the animosity between ethnic groups; instead it should be understood as the
consequences of Kyiv’s weakening power (Halushko 2016c, 111). In the same vein, the authors do not
present the current warwith Russia as having resulted from the eternal animosity betweenRussians and
Ukrainians. They rather stress that the present war is a phase in the development of an ever-changing
history. Thus, the conflict is explained as a result of the politics of Putin’s regime (Zinchenko 2016, 10).

Russia in the Likbez paradigm is presented as the continuation of the improper Sovietness.
Ukraine, on the contrary, is presented as a country having a chance to get rid of the Soviet burden.
Time and again we see how important the Soviet past is in the works of Likbez. This is essentially the
main Other against which the popular history narrative is written. This is exactly the realm where
the postcolonizing process takes place. Likbez historians position Ukraine in the continuum where
it goes its own way, distinct from the one proposed by former colonial powers. In this construct,
Russia is not presented as an eternal enemy but as the neighbor with whomUkraine has conflictual
relations now, but this situation can change provided the change of the political regime in Russia.

Accessibility, Entertainment, and Challenges of the Market
Tomake a popular product is one ofmain purposes for Likbez, as commercial success can guarantee
the existence of this project . Therefore, Likbez booksmust be easy to understand, free from difficult
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terminology and complex concepts. At the same time, these books must be of high scholarly
standard, written by professional historians, not amateurs.

The original idea of Likbez to debunk myths is reflected throughout the works of Likbez
historians. This approach perfectly serves the entertaining purpose that in its turn helps make
the project popular. In whole, as Likbez historian Oksana Yurkova estimated, for almost 3 years of
Likbez activities more than 200 myths were debunked in the articles on their website (Yurkova
2016). Noteworthy, it is not only myths from the Soviet past or current day Russia that Likbez
historians debunked; Ukrainian historical myths are debunked as well. As another scholar who
collaborated with Likbez noted in her book, Likbez is writing against “unreflexive, uncritical, and
superficial products which are presented to the readers in the package of ‘Ukrainian national idea’ ”
(Buyskykh 2018, 17). To these myths belong stories based on traditional primordial imagination,
which became quite popular in the 1990s, that tracedUkrainian nationhood from prehistoric times.
Kyrylo Halushko characterized this approach as follows:

At the beginning we tried to respond tomany propagandistic anti-Ukrainian historical myths
and did it quite successfully. Then we realized that some Ukrainian historical myths also are
harmful, as they blur the line between reality and alluring fantasy. That is why we believe that
information about Ukrainian past based on facts and not on fantasies or ideological premises
will help contemporary Ukrainians better understand their own views on the past events and
form their own standpoint about the past, present, and future. (Halushko 2016c, 6)

By debunking Soviet and Ukrainian primordial myths, Likbez historians try to formulate a more
nuanced approach to history, and simultaneously their emphasis on myth busting serves an
entertainment purpose; hence, it also serves popularizing purposes.

We should bear inmind that in striving to popularize history, Likbez historians faced an important
challenge of the contemporary world—market. The fact that Likbez books are published by a
commercial publisher, whose main aim is to gain profit, puts some pressures on historians that they
are not used to. These pressures were realized through demands to use certain covers, simplify
language, or include illustrations which the authors initially did not like. Scholars admitted that
sometimes the final product was not quite the same as expected but also that they should listen to the
publisher’s suggestions as they know the market better. It should be added that Likbez books are not
the only popular history books available in Ukraine, which is why they compete with other projects
who have similar purposes and strategies.8 In the end, the published books come as result of
negotiations and compromises made by historians who are not only citizens, historians, and activists
but also players at the commercial bookmarket.Writing their books in a collective can be also seen as
a historians’ response tomarket demands aswell as their willingness to adhere to academic standards.
Such a formof publication is quicker, and at the same time coauthors share collective responsibility for
their texts. Sometimes theywrite a series of chapters together, and sometimes each authorwrites his or
her chapter individually and serves as a peer-reviewer for colleagues’ chapters. In this way, both
academic standards and market requirements for fast publishing are met. The vast number of books
published in a short period of time by the same cohort of authors and the high professional quality of
these books proves the effectiveness of such a strategy.

Considering the popularity of Likbez books (120,000 copies were sold), one can assume that the
popular history narratives presented in these books is the kind of history the public wants to read.
The least popular among the readers is the volume about the SecondWorldWar.9 Remarkably, this
is the volume that aims to debunk the most vital of the Soviet myths, and at the same time this is the
volume that raises the most questions and critical remarks.

The Second World War as a Bone of Contention
The book on the Second World War, From Reichstag to Ivo Jima, finishes the History without
Censorship series. I argue that history of the SecondWorldWar is the field where critical approach
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to historywith acclaimed diversity of opinions in previous volumes loses its ground and gives way to
strengthening the myths propagated by the UINP. This is, though, not surprising and has several
explanations.

The SecondWorldWar is mostly used by Russian propaganda describing Ukrainians as fascists,
junta, and banderovtsi (Bonch-Osmolovskaya 2015; Gaufman 2015; McGlynn 2018). The latter
term refers to the Soviet depiction of Ukrainian nationalist groups whowere fighting against Soviets
during and after the war. In the Soviet Union, non-Russian nationalists who fought against Soviets
were constructed as Nazi-collaborators. Until today this image is vividly and effectively used in
discussions trying to denigrate the Baltics or Ukraine (Yurchuk and Umland 2018). The distorted
picture of Ukraine in the years of the Second World War also arrested the popular imaginary
abroad. As Hausmann and Penter (2014) argued, in the German public sphere Ukraine is often
presented through the Russian propaganda view as a Nazi collaborator while the Ukrainian victims
are largely ignored. The UINP and Likbez want to fight against these narratives produced by
Russian propaganda, but they are doing it in a counterproductive way. By glorifying Ukrainian
nationalists and silencing their wrongdoings during the Holocaust, the UINP and the historians
who adhere to the Institute’s ideological agenda strengthen the views disseminated by Russian
propaganda.

The main problem of the approach to the Second World War by Likbez is threefold: (1) one-
sided representation of Ukrainian-Polish conflict in 1943–44; (2) glorification of the Organization
ofUkrainianNationalists (OUN); and (3) silencing the role of the local population in theHolocaust.

The Ukrainian-Polish massacre in 1943–44 is presented by Likbez in line with the conceptu-
alization of Ukrainian historian Volodymyr Viatrovych (2012, 2016), who sees the conflict as a
Polish-Ukrainian war in which Ukrainians are presented almost exclusively as supporters of the
nationalist movement under Bandera’s leadership. Viatrovych can be called the most politically
engaged memorian as he held the position of the director of the UINP from 2014 to 2019. He
authored some of the chapters in the Likbez volume on the Second World War, where the OUN
members are presented exclusively as fighters for Ukrainian independence. The collaboration with
Nazis and participation in Holocaust are ascribed only to the Melnykites faction of the OUN while
the Bandera faction is presented as the heroic anti-Bolshevik movement for liberation.

In the volumes on the Second World War, Ukraine is presented exclusively as a victim; the
evaluation of history is mademainly from the vantage point ofWestern Ukraine while highlighting
the anti-Soviet moods of the public. Moreover, the Allies are presented as traitors who betrayed
Ukraine: “Instead of declaring the war against the USSR for Ukraine, the French and British made a
proposition to the Kremlin to start negotiations about the possible agreement about mutual help”
(Patryliak 2016, 8). The volume on history of the SecondWorldWar is written not from the point of
the subject undergoing the postcolonizing process but from the point of the subject that is
tormented by anticolonial resentments. Perhaps admitting to the cul-de-sac they reached by this
volume, Likbez historians did not develop this topic further in their volumes, giving it to the
elaboration of the UINP for whom it continued to be the most fruitful turf for producing memory
politics. The unpopularity of this volume among the readersmight gesture to the public fatigue with
the topic of war, as the war is not something which takes place only on the pages of history books.
The war became reality that directly touches the lives of many in Ukraine today.

Concluding Remarks
This article aimed to analyze what happens to history writingwhen it is written by activist historians
in the context of an ongoing military conflict. In line with the increased attention to agency in
memory studies, this article demonstrates that historians have much more nuanced relation to
power than opposition or co-option. The case with Likbez shows that historians in times of troubles
made history into a matter of national security and presented themselves as actors of the ongoing
war. If we understand nationalism in terms of nation building, Likbez is definitely a nationalist
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project that is purposed not only at nation building but also state building; whereas the nation is
presented in civic terms statehood is of prime value as its very existence is under attack.

In turbulent times, historians started looking for new theoretical frames and ways of popular-
izing historical knowledge. Instead of continuing an anti-colonial trend of history writing and
blaming the former imperial powers for all Ukrainian problems, the Likbez historians implemented
a postcolonial approach and tried to represent Ukraine as an independent actor in an ever-changing
flow of history, in which the enemies of today could become partners in the future. This turn can be
compared to the approaches in history writing applied by the Baltic States. While in the Baltic case
EU membership gave a feeling of safety, in which no return to the sphere of influence of a former
imperial power was fathomable (Mälksöö 2010), in the Ukrainian case the war in the east of the
country was seen by historians as a point of no return into the sphere of Russia’s influence.
Paradoxically, the country’s vulnerable position during turbulent times gave hope for Ukraine’s
subjectivity, at least on the part of Likbez historians.

Throughout the article, I argued that securitization became the main strategy employed in
popular history writing by Likbez historians. In their works they present historical knowledge as an
element of national security. This history narrative has a strong empowering potential for a society
that looks for meaning in a suddenly shattered world. Activist historians provide narratives that fill
in cracks opened by this shattering. Their histories rearticulate the past violence and injustices in a
newway that emphasizes change and fluctuation. As a result, history writing becomes an element of
the postcolonizing process, in which the past is unveiled without fears, resentments, or anxieties
about reactions from outside (Russia and theWest). This is reflected in a shift from brother-brother
ideology to neighbor-neighbor ideology, even if these neighbors are currently at war. This shift is
reflected not only in history writing but also in popular culture and can be symbolically marked by
the poem of Anastasia Dmytruk, “WeWill Never Be Brothers” (2014), which became viral on social
media in early spring 2014 when Crimea was annexed by Russia. The popularity of this poem
demonstrated the disillusionment felt bymany people vis-à-vis Russia who also shared the brother-
brother ideology. These are the moods that Likbez project meets when popularizing new historical
narratives.

From the very beginning of its existence, the work of Likbez historians was directed not only to
reforming, rewriting, or reevaluating the history but also to bringing tangible change to the society.
Some of Likbez historians even succeeded in working on reformation of state institutions, including
the Armed Forces of Ukraine. For instance, Kyrylo Halushko has worked with the Public Council
onNational Unity at the presidential office since 2015, where hewas consulting on questions related
to history and history education. In 2018, Vasyl Pavlov, was officially employed as a leading expert
in questions of patriotic education by the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. It should be
stressed that it was first in the realm of history writing, which began as one of the Likbez initiatives,
that the historian together with his colleagues developed strategies for reformation of military
education, which later were implemented by the Ukrainian Army. There was not direct demand
from the side of the state, and historians had to work hard to be heard by state officials. As result,
securitization of history transcended discursive practices and penetrated the field of politics. Likbez
scholars underlined that their books are popular among soldiers. Soldiers and teachers at military
universities are among the main consumers of Likbez histories. In 2017, the civil organization
Informational Resistance organized a special initiative, Book Invasion (Knyzhkova navala), for
popularizing the History Without Censorship series. They bought 500 books and distributed them
among the people living in the prefront territories (Derzhavna Prykordonna Sluzhba 2018). Such
merging of civil actions, political interest, and historians’ initiatives demonstrate that historians and
society put high stakes on history in the present. Moreover, the past is presented as a crucial element
for building the future. The analysis of Likbez histories and activities demonstrates that these
activist-historians differ from bothmemorians (Ther 2006) and propagandists, who act in service of
authorities and frequently try to influence and discipline the power according to their civic and
professional agendas. Close cooperation with the Institute of National Remembrance, which
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resulted in the publishing of the book that became the least popular among readers, shows that
cooption with state institutions may be in fact counterproductive and play against civic initiatives.

The article discussed the books and the historians’ activities between 2014 and 2018. This time
frame is a distinctive period in the development of the Likbez project. In spring 2019, Ukrainian
people voted for the new president, Volodymyr Zelenskyi. It is too early at the time of writing this
article to draw any conclusions in respect of new trends in the politics of history, but one can see some
contours of these changes. Volodymyr Zelenskyi’s NewYear’s Eve’s speech, in which he declared that
it was not important what name the streets bear if they are illuminated, vividly demonstrates that he
distances from the heroic memory politics established by the previous government (Televisiina
Sluzhba Novyn 2019). In light of more tangible changes in respect to the volunteer movement on
the part of new government, Halushko, the leader of Likbez, declared that he was leaving the Public
Council on National Unity at the presidential office (Halushko 2019).10 In this regard, the future will
show how historical activism will transform in Ukraine under the changed circumstances.
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Notes

1 The military conflict in Ukraine—which is also defined in academic writings by the euphemism
“Ukrainian crisis”—started in eastern Ukraine in summer 2014 following the Russian annex-
ation of Crimea in spring of the same year. The conflict involves Ukrainian government forces,
on the one hand, and local separatist groups and Russianmilitary, on the other. See, for example,
Wilson (2014) and Yekelchyk (2015).

2 It is more common to speak about a public sociologist than about a public historian in terms of
active engagement with the public outside academia. When we speak about a public historian,
we speak rather about professionals engaged in heritage, preservation, and oral history, less
about history writing that pursues the aim to change the political and societal order.

3 The book of Jan Gross on the small Polish town of Jedwabne where the local residents killed
almost all of their Jewish neighbors was first published in Polish (2000) and then in English
(2001). In 2006, he published Fear: Anti-Semitism in Poland after Auschwitz, first in English and
then in Polish (2008), which also raised a wave of criticism and discussion in Poland.

4 The Laws on Decommunization were adopted by Ukrainian Parliament in April 2014 and
include four separate laws that are quite different in the historic themes, motivations, and
subjects they address. However, in Parliament they were presented in one package, which made
the discussion of their relevance very complicated. The laws include the following: The Law on
the Commemoration of the Victory over Nazism in the SecondWorldWar 1939–1945; The Law
on Condemnation of the Communist and National-Socialist (Nazi) Totalitarian Regimes in
Ukraine and Ban on Propaganda of their Symbols; The Law on the Status and Commemoration
of theMemory of the Fighters for the Independence of Ukraine in the 20th century; and the Law
on Granting Access to the Archive of the Repressive Institutions of the Communist Totalitarian
Regime 1918–1991.

5 The project remains accessible online: http://likbez.org.ua/en/.
6 From 2006 to 2008, Kyrylo Halushko organized the Lypynsky’s Center (Viacheslav Lypynsky
was a theoretician of Ukrainian conservatism, 1882–1931). His main aim was to draw experts of
the topics of history and consult Tempora Publishing House on history books worth translating
and publishing inUkraine. In 2010, this publishing house publishedHaluskho’s bookUkrainskii
Nationalism: Likbez dlia Russkikh (2010). It was a history of Ukrainian nation building,
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accessible and easy to read. From 2008 to 2010, the same publishing house published four books
of history titled Likbez-ABC. It was this name that was reactivated again in 2014.

7 To compare, 20,000 copies were printed for the latest novel bywell-knownwriter Serhiy Zhadan,
Internat [Boarding School] (2017).

8 Some media outlets have their own popular history products (like books published by the
authors from Istorychna Pravdawebsite, newspaperDen’, orTyzhden’magazine, etc.). Although
it was not the aim of this article to compare these projects, it is worth mentioning that Likbez
books are closest to the academic standards.

9 Yana Prymachenko (workshop presentation at “Constructing Ukrainian Narratives in Turbu-
lent Times,” Södertörn University, September 20, 2018).

10 In December 2019, the police arrested five volunteers who were suspected of murdering
journalist Pavlo Sheremeta in 2016 (Hubar 2019).
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